Abstract
 Structure-based similarity measuring method: Structure-based analysis is usually based on a treelike hierarchical structure consisting of semantic relation between concepts. For example: subconcept based similarity measuring method, super-concept based similarity measuring method. The similarity measuring methods mentioned above only take some aspects of concepts' similarity into account. However, the similarity of concepts is often affected by a number of aspects. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an integrated similarity measuring method. -Two approaches can be taken to obtain the weight distribution for an integrated similarity measuring method: one is to subjectively decide on the weights based on domain knowledge, which can be too subjective and difficult to port to another domain; the other is to get weights through neural network training, which needs a large number of training data.
To address these problems, this paper proposes an integrated similarity measuring method that considers the similarity impact of name, instances, sub-concepts, and super-concepts. First, an improved sub-concepts based similarity measuring method is developed where the concept itself is considered as a subset of its own; second, an absolute root based similarity measuring method is designed to calculate super-concepts based similarity; and lastly, we design a dynamic weight distribution method for the case of neural network training using insufficient data.
An integrated similarity measuring Method
The integrated similarity measure proposed in this paper considers the impact of name, instance, sub-concepts, and the super-concept together.
O 1 and O 2 stand for two heterogeneous ontologies, C 1 and C 2 stand for the concept of O 1 and O 2 respectively. Name based similarity is denoted as Sim name , instance based similarity is Sim instance , subconcept based similarity is Sim subconcept , root based similarity is Sim URI , integrate similarity is Sim integrate . Thus, the integrated similarity measuring formula weighted sum of these individual similarities, formally denoted as follow: 
Name based similarity measuring method
An edit distance based name similarity measuring method [8] is adopted in this paper. Edit distance is known as Levenshtein distance, it refers to the least operation time from one string edit to the other. The operation includes inserts, deletes, replaces and reversals [12] . Edit distance based name similarity measuring method is proposed by Alexander [8] , and is used to measure the name similarity between the concepts of ontologies based on their lexical representations. C 1 and C 2 stand for the concept of O 1 and O 2 respectively. Name(C) stands for the name of concept C, edt(str 1 
, str
2 ) stands for the edit distance of str 1 and str 2 . |str| stands for the length of the string str. The formula of edit distance based name similarity measuring is as follow: 
Instance based similarity measuring method
Instance based similarity measuring usually adopts Jaccard coefficient of GLUE ontology mapping system [13] . 1  2  1 2  12  1  2  1 2  1 2  1 2 ( , )
Jaccard coefficient can be obtained through joint probability. The referring probabilities can be computed by machine learning. Considering machine learning requires huge instances, we adopt formula (4) to compute instance based similarity using instance occurrence frequencies.
Instance(C) stands for the instance set of the concept C. Set 1 ∩Set 2 stands for the intersection of Set 1 and Set 2 . Set 1 ∪Set 2 stands for the union of Set 1 and Set 2 ； || Set stands for the number of elements in Set. The instance based similarity between C 1 and C 2 is counted by the ratio of their common instance to total instances.
Sub-concept based similarity measuring method and our improvement
Traditional, the sub-concept based similarity is measured by the ratio of the number of common sub-concepts to the number of total sub-concepts.
The shortcomings of the original method are: as the sub-concept set of leaf-node is null, so the similarity between a leaf-node and any other node is always 0. In this paper, we improve the subconcept based similarity measuring method, where we regard a concept itself as a sub-concept of its own.
This means ,
After our improvement, the similarity between C 1 and C 2 is as follow:
Above all, we can get:
The improved method almost has no effect on the non-leaf nodes, in other words, the similarity measuring function has the similar asymptotic line. If at least one of C 1 and C 2 is leaf node, then a = 0, Sim subconcept (C 1 , C 2 ) =0. The improved method has the results as: Sim subconcept (C 1 , C 2 ) =1/(b+1) or 1/(b+2) or 0. Therefore, the improved method has increased the accuracy of similarity between the leaf nodes and any other nodes.
Absolute root based similarity measuring method
Traditionally, the super-concept based similarity measuring method is measured by the ratio of the number of common super-concept set to the number of total super-concept set, the formula is as follow:
In this paper, we assume the top node of the ontology in the same filed is "Thing", which describes the concept in the field at the highest abstract level. This allows the same field of the super-concept based similarity between the concept of two ontologies is always greater than 0. But the inadequacies of the method are as follows.
Firstly, the similarity between sibling nodes with the same super-concept set is 1, which does not agree with the reality. The improved method follows the same idea as the improvement of sub-concept based similarity measuring method, which regards concept itself as the super-concept of its own (proof omitted). Using the improved method, the similarity between the nodes is approximate to 1 instead of being equal to 1, therefore avoid the above deficiency.
Secondly, if the direct super-concept is more than one, which means the concept has separated ancestors. In this situation, super-concept based similarity measuring method has contradictions with the truth. The deficiency is because that the method does not consider the relationship among the super-concepts, but only described by the form of sets. If the concept has separated ancestors, the deficiency of the super-concept based similarity measuring method appears.
To address such deficiency, this paper designs an absolute root based similarity measuring method, which is used to calculate the super-concept based similarity. The absolute root is used to describe the absolute path to the root node of the ontology. The absolute root based similarity is calculated by the similarity between two absolute roots, which is estimated by the greatest common substring. The formula is as follow:
URI(C) stands for the absolute root of concept of C. SimMaxSbuStr(str 1, str 2 ) is the greatest common substring based similarity between str 1 and str 2 . MaxSbuStr(str 1 , str 2 ) is the greatest common substring between str 1 and str 2 . For the concepts with separated ancestor, the formula is as follow: 
Sim(URI) i is the absolute based similarity of the ith root. The experimental results in Section 4 show that absolute root based similarity measuring method is closer to the manual measured similarities than that of the traditional method.
Dynamic distribution of weight method
In this paper, a dynamic weight distribution method is proposed to address the problem of the lack of data for neural network training. Suppose: the weight of name based similarity and instance-based similarity is λ 1 and λ 2 respectively. The weight of sub-concept based similarity and the super-concept based similarity changes with the location change in ontology. Our assumptions are that the higher the concept in tree structure, the more impact of super-concept based similarity; the lower the concept in tree structure, the more impact of sub-concept based similarity.
Quantitative description is as follows: let β=1-λ 1 -λ 2 , we can get λ 3 =β*α, λ 4 =β*(1-α), where α= D sub /( D sub + D super ). D super is the shortest path to the root node. D sub is the longest path to the leaf node.
In this paper, if the concepts have the same name or only "pseudo-difference", we assume they are the same concepts. Thus, we set a threshold T name . If name based similarity is greater than T name , name based similarity is equal to 1. If the name based similarity is less than T name , determine whether instance-based similarity is less than a given threshold T instance , if it is less than T instance , the concepts are disjoint or there are no enough instances. The weight of instance-based similarity equals to 0. In this paper, T name =1, T instance =0. The process of dynamic weight distribution method is described as follows:
Step1: weight initialization (In this paper, λ 1 =0. 
Simulation Analysis
The experimental data in this paper are two heterogeneous ontologies, described as OWL files. They are from http://www.lehigh.edu/~zhp2/2004/0401/univbench.owland http://ontoware.org/frs/download. php/298/swrc_v0.3.owl respectively. Ontology Analysis tool used is Jena. Figure 1~8 is comparisons of concept similarity of different methods under different conditions. The horizontal axis stands for concept pairs, vertical axis stands for the similarity of the corresponding concept pairs. Concept pairs like (C 1 , C 2 ), C 1 and C 2 is a concept from O 1 and O 2 respectively. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are the comparison of name-based similarity with the manually measured similarity. Figure 1 shows the results when concept C 1 and concept C 2 have the same name. Figure 2 shows the results when concept C 1 and concept C 2 have different names. The experimental results show that: From Figure 1 , we can see for concepts with the same name, name-based similarity is always 1, and therefore this method can not deal with polysemy. From Figure  2 , we can see for concepts with different names, name-based similarity could not reflect the similarity correctly. Therefore, name based similarity calculation methods can only solve the "pseudo-difference". Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the comparison of sub-concept based similarity measuring method and our improved method. In Figure 3 , both concept C 1 and C 2 are non-leaf node. In Figure 4 , either concept C 1 or C 2 is a leaf node. Concept pairs Similarity Name based similarity Manually measured similarity
Analysis of name based similarity measuring method

Analysis of sub-concept based similarity measuring method
From Figure 3 we can see, for the non-leaf node concepts, sub-concept based similarity is almost the same as traditional algorithm. From Figure 4 we can see, for the leaf node concepts, the similarity of traditional algorithm is 0, but the similarity of improved algorithm is much closer to manual values. Therefore, our algorithm improved the accuracy rate of leaf node concepts. Figure 5 and Figure 6 are the comparison of instance based similarity measuring method and manually measured similarity. In Figure 5 , concept C 1 and concept C 2 have overlapping instances. In Figure 6 , concept C 1 and concept C 2 are disjoint.
Analysis of instance based similarity measuring method
From Figure 5 , we can see when there are enough instances and the concepts are disjoint, instancebased similarity is very close to the manually measured similarity. From Figure 6 , we can see for the disjoint concepts, instance-based similarity is always 0. Therefore, the traditional method is suitable for measuring similarities between concepts with overlapping instances. Figure 7 and Figure 8 are the comparison of absolute root based similarity measuring method and our improved method. In Figure 7 , concept C 1 and concept C 2 have separated ancestors. In Figure 8 , concept C 1 and concept C 2 do not have separated ancestors.
Analysis of absolute root based similarity measuring method
The experimental results show that: the absolute root based similarity is closer to the manually measured similarity than the transitional super-concept based method both in Figure 7 and Figure 8 under two different conditions.
Analysis of integrated similarity measuring method
The experimental results are discussed in three cases, which correspond to the three branches of dynamic weight distribution method: (1) T name =1. Concept C 1 and concept C 2 have the same name. (2) T name ≠1, T instance =0. Concept C 1 and concept C 2 have different names and instance based similarity is 0. The statistics of the experimental results displays the accuracy rate of similarity as shown in the table below. Sim_integrate stands for the integrated similarity, which is measured by formula (1).
Sim_URI stands for the absolute root based similarity, which is measured by formula (8) or (9) . Sim_superconcept stands for the transitional super-concept based similarity, which is measured by formula (7) . Sim_subconcept stands for the transitional sub-concept based similarity, which is measured by formula (5) . Sim_subconcept' stands for the improved sub-concept based similarity, which is measured by formula (6) . Sim_instance stands for the instance based similarity, which is measured by formula (4) . Sim_name stands for the edit-distance based name similarity, which is measured by formula (2). From the experimental results we can see that: the accuracy rate of the name based similarity is very low. This is because the method can only solve the "pseudo-difference", but the experiment data in this paper do not have pseudo-differences. The accuracy rate of the improved sub-concept based similarity is higher than the traditional one; Absolute path based similarity method taking the existence of the separated ancestors into account. The accuracy rate of instance-based similarity is not very high. On the one hand, this method can not reflect the similarity between disjoint concepts. On the other hand, the given instances are insufficient. Integrated method is much better than any single similarity measuring method, the accuracy rate of it is nearly 80%. 
Conclusion
Aiming at resolve interoperation problem of heterogeneous ontology in multi-agent system, in this paper, we design an integrated similarity measuring method which considers the similarity impact of name, instances, sub-concepts, and super-concepts. The improved sub-concept based and the superconcept based similarity measuring method by applying the following rule: concept itself is a sub(super)-concept of its own. Our method improved the accuracy rate of the similarity of leaf nodes. Considering the existence of the separated ancestors, an absolute root based similarity measuring method is proposed. This paper also designed a dynamic distribution method based on the location of the concepts in the concept hierarchy. The experimental results show that the integrated similarity performs better than any single method. 
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